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Periodic maintenance
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Check whether the chuck moves by minimum pressure. Set back to the original pressure

after checking.
^This is a checking for whether burning or breakage is occurring in chuck body.
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IVIake sure that the greasing frequency is adequate.
Please do greasing once a day. (Please refer to the next section for detail.)
Our recommended grease is our own grease "SG-ST.

When it is difficult to obtain our grease "SG-ST", please use the Extreme pressure grease

with consistency 1 or 2.

If you stop the machine over 2days, please do greasing before that and make clamping
and unclamping action around 5 times. Before starting the machine, make clamping and
unclamping movement around 5 times as well to check the chuck is working properly.
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Make sure that the greasing volume is adequate.
Remove the air vent bolt which located in opposite side of grease nipple located on the

chuck body surface and supply the grease from the grease nipple. If you excessively
supply the grease without removing the air vent bolt, it is possible to malfunction. When
the bolt hole is filled with the grease, stop supplying the grease and make clamp and

unclamp movement around 5 times and then fasten the air vent bolt.
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When you keep using the chucks for long time, you might experience the same case.
In that case, please contact our sales person any time.
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•^•The figure of the air vent hole and grease nipple. (Do not forget tightening the air vent

bolt after greasing.)
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Grease nipple
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Air vent bolt
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Perform periodic overhauls.
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We recommend you to do overhauls once a year or one and a half years after use for
preventive maintenance.
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When the concentricity gets bad suddenly, there is a possibility that the component

parts of the chuck are in bad conditions. In such a case, request to our oversea sales
distributors to check chuck body or overhaul.
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We also recommend you to have the spare chucks in stock to risk reduction, such as

overhauls replacement and any other circumstances.
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If you wish to do overhauls by yourself, please take our guidance by service person.
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Please use TEIKOKU CHUCK genuine products for consumable parts. We cannot

guarantee any troubles or problems caused by using 3rd party products.

■グリスニップル規格　Grease nipple size
　●UBL…1/4-28UNF A型 (For UBL Chucks)
　●UBL以外…M6×1.0 A型 (For other Chucks)




